This paper examines critical issues in the current dispute between Lone Star and South Korea regarding Lone Star’s investment in the Korea Exchange Bank that has culminated in an investor-State dispute claim against Korea before an International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes arbitration panel. It further evaluates the merits and potential outcomes of each issue through careful analogy to preexisting international investor-State dispute awards, textual analysis of the bilateral tax and investment treaties between South Korea and Belgium, and publically available information regarding events during the course of Lone Star’s investments in Korea. In particular, it will address well-covered topics in international investment law such as nationality of corporations, fair and equitable treatment, and discriminatory treatment. It will also investigate burgeoning topics on breach of domestic law by third parties, breach of domestic law in the course of an investment, and the rights of an investor to raise tax-based investment claims.
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I. Introduction

The investor-state dispute (“ISD”) between South Korea and Lone Star came to a head in May 2015 when a hearing on the merits was held before an arbitration tribunal at the International Centre for Settlement of Investment Disputes (“ICSID”). Lone Star accused the Korean government of engaging “in a continuing pattern of arbitrary and discriminatory conduct” impairing the formers’ ability to dispose its investment in the Korea Exchange Bank (“KEB”). Lone Star also claimed that the government “subjected [it] and its personnel to repeated acts of harassment, and imposed arbitrary and contradictory tax assessments on [it] and its affiliates in contravention of bilateral tax treaties entered into by Korea.”

This case is particularly noteworthy because it is the first time Korea has been involved in an ICSID investor-State dispute settlement and the claimed damages of USD 4.68 billion are among the largest seen to date.1

This ISD poses many interesting questions that, when answered, will contribute to well-covered topics in international investment law such as nationality of corporations, fair and equitable treatment, and discriminatory treatment. They will also contribute to burgeoning topics on breach of domestic law by third parties, breach of domestic law in the course of an investment, and the rights of an investor to raise tax-based investment claims.

This research will explore these issues through analysis of the text in the Korea-Belgium bilateral investment treaty (“BIT”) and Korea-Belgium bilateral tax treaty (“BTT”). Through careful analogy to investor-State dispute precedent, the author will review events during the course of the investment, evaluate the merits of each issue, and ascertain potential outcomes of the current arbitration.

This paper is composed of six parts including a short Introduction and Conclusion. Part two will review the factual background of the research including the Asian Financial Crisis and the KEB investment dispute. Part three will discuss the delayed regulatory approval for the sale of KEB. Part four will examine tax assessments on the sale of KEB. Part five will analyze tax-based investment claims under FET.
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Figure 1: Timeline of Dispute between Lone Star and Korea

Source: Compiled by the author.
II. Background: The Asian Financial Crisis and the KEB Investment Dispute

The Asian Financial Crisis had a severe negative impact on KEB as bankruptcies among corporate clients resulted in significant losses on unpaid loans.\(^3\) Between 1998 and 2000, several remedial measures were taken to recapitalize and restructure KEB. The German Commerzbank AG injected almost USD 700 million into KEB.\(^4\) Despite these efforts, KEB’s net profits fell to USD 56.4 million in 2002.\(^5\)

Because of KEB’s deteriorating capital position, a decision was endorsed in 2003 to seek funds from an external investor. On September 23, 2003, Lone Star acquired a 51 percent share for approximately USD 1.2 billion and a right to exercise call options for additional shares up to 65.23 percent.\(^6\) Lone Star paid a 13 percent premium over the publicly traded share price, typical of large block share purchases, and a 55 percent premium over the share price at the time it began its due diligence of KEB.\(^7\)

This acquisition included an issue of new shares as well as those from Commerzbank and the Korean government entities. Lone Star was the only potential buyer willing to meet the demands of the KEB shareholders.\(^8\) Following the acquisition, shareholder structure changed dramatically leaving Commerzbank, the Bank of Korea, and the Export-Import Bank of Korea with only a combined 34.93 percent of shares.\(^9\)

KEB doubled in valuation between 2003 and 2005. While much of this turnaround was attributed to the rebounding economy, Lone Star management also focused on restructuring KEB’s balance sheet and improving margins rather than growing assets. This was possible because Lone Star was immune to much government pressure because of its foreign ownership.\(^10\)
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In 2005, foreign investors began selling shares in Korean banking assets. Korean public perception of foreign investment firms took a decidedly negative turn as it became known Korea would be unable to collect taxes on these sales because of the investors’ use of tax havens that had treaties restricting double-taxation.\(^\text{11}\) Officials from the Ministry of Finance and Economy acknowledged these tax treaties were a necessary evil in the 1970s as Korea sought additional foreign capital to spur economic growth.\(^\text{12}\)

The Korean government revised the tax code in 2005 to ensure foreign investors using tax havens would be ineligible for double-taxation benefits.\(^\text{13}\) On its face the changes were applicable to both foreign and domestic companies, but no large-scale investigation of Korean companies occurred until 2013.\(^\text{14}\)

Korea began approaching other States hoping to amend its BITs and BTTs and deny shell companies access to the benefits provided therein.\(^\text{15}\) A delegation was sent to Belgium in 2007 seeking to modify the terms of the 2006 Korea-Belgium BIT.\(^\text{16}\) However, this BIT still remains in effect today.\(^\text{17}\) Belgium also formally requested the Korean National Tax Service (“NTS”) begin a mutual agreement procedure in accordance with Article 24 of the Korea-Belgium BTT on behalf of Lone Star. The NTS denied this request and refused to discuss the matter any further.\(^\text{18}\)

The NTS raided approximately 5,000 offices of foreign investors in 2005 looking for evidence of tax evasion. The NTS then levied USD 200 million in tax penalties against Lone Star.\(^\text{19}\) The KEB investment was not included because it was still in the
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mandatory lock-up period.20

After the lock-up period ended, Lone Star indicated its intention to sell shares in KEB. Commerzbank also looked to sell its 14.6 percent stake around the same time.21 Commerzbank divested an 8.1 percent stake in 2006 rather than waiting to exercise a tag along option that would have entitled it to the same premium price as a large-block sale by Lone Star. Market experts speculated this decision was driven by concerns over regulatory delays and public sentiment in Korea.22

Public perception began to spread that Lone Star was “dining and dashing,” receiving a huge windfall from its investment while paying none of the associated social costs.23 In February 2006, suspicion over the quick turnaround of KEB’s stock valuation and strong negative public sentiment led politicians in the Korean National Assembly to launch an investigation into the original purchase of KEB to determine whether Lone Star, KEB, and South Korean regulators had colluded to make KEB appear insolvent so that Lone Star could take advantage of an exception to a law prohibiting investments in banks by non-financial institutions.24

In May 2006, Lone Star exercised its option to acquire an additional 14.1 percent of KEB shares for USD 763 million, raising its total shareholding to 65.1 percent.25 Despite the ongoing investigations, Kookmin Bank agreed to pay USD 6.7 billion for a 64.62 percent stake in KEB. KEB labor unions opposed a merger with another domestic banking institution because of fears about potential layoffs.26 Unionists, joined by lawmakers who decried Lone Star as being a ‘public enemy,’ protested the sale.27

In June 2006, prosecutors sought indictments for 20 individuals from the Financial Supervisory Commission (“FSC”), prime minister’s office, and KEB for manipulating the appearance of KEB’s financial status.28 No indictments, however, were issued for
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Lone Star employees in connection with the purchase of KEB.29

The deadline for the sale to Kookmin Bank passed amid public statements by government officials that no sale would be approved until all investigations had concluded. In late September 2006, the FSC requested that prosecutors investigate whether Lone Star had tampered with the share price of KEB Credit Service Co. (“KEBCS”), a KEB-owned company that had been absorbed during the asset consolidation process.30 The Korean courts denied prosecutors’ requests for arrest warrants for Lone Star executives in connection with the KEBCS investigation citing a lack of evidence.31

Lone Star sold 13.6 percent of its KEB shares on the open market for approximately USD 1.1 billion in June 2007. This was possible without the FSC approval because no single buyer obtained a substantial stake in the bank, but was also not eligible for premiums customary with the sale of majority stakes.32

Despite Lone Star’s ongoing legal battles, the UK-based HSBC Holdings (“HSBC”) announced in August 2007 that it was in negotiations to purchase a 51 percent stake in KEB from Lone Star for USD 6.3 billion.33 Legal battles dragged on forcing Lone Star and HSBC to extend the contract until July 2008.

On February 1, 2008, the trial court found Lone Star guilty of stock manipulation in the acquisition of KEBCS. This ruling came during the last few weeks of the Roh Moo-hyun administration. Roh, a liberal politician and former human rights lawyer, had gained much popularity by catering to the opinions of young adults on the internet - the so-called ‘netizens’ of Korea.34 Roh was replaced by pro-business Lee Myung-bak in February 2008. Lee, former CEO of Hyundai Engineering and Construction, argued that politics had no place in the law. He was often criticized by opponents for ignoring public sentiment.35

The political tenor surrounding the dispute changed after Lee took office and rearranged his cabinet. The High Court of Korea overturned the trial court’s ruling and
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acquitted Lone Star and its CEO of any wrong doing in the acquisition of KEBCS.\(^ {36}\) Despite this ruling, the FSC warned it would not approve any sale until all appeals had concluded.\(^ {37}\)

However, in early September 2008, the FSC indicated that it might approve a sale to HSBC following another review. It is suspected that this position change occurred because of Lone Star’s threats to sue the Korean government and pressure from President Lee, who had met with the UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown to discuss the deal.\(^ {38}\) No approval was granted, however, as HSBC walked away from the deal on September 18 following the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the resultant financial crisis.\(^ {39}\) President Lee acknowledged the government failed to work quickly enough in approving the Lone Star-HSBC deal and condemned public servants for placing personal politics above national interests.\(^ {40}\)

In November 2010, Hana Financial Group agreed to buy Lone Star’s 51 percent stake in KEB, valued around USD 3.9 billion at that time.\(^ {41}\) However, the FSC once more refused to grant approval until the KEBCS appeal had concluded.

In 2010, the Supreme Court found KEB guilty of stock manipulation during its acquisition of KEBCS and remanded for further proceedings. In October 2011, Lone Star was fined USD 21 million and its local CEO, Paul Yoo, was sentenced to three years in prison. Yoo asserted that he had intended to shut down KEBCS and had only merged with it because of pressure from Korean officials.\(^ {42}\) Such assertions, however, would not provide a justification for having done so illegally, but only a motivation for merging with KEBCS.

Lone Star was ordered to sell its stake in KEB below 10 percent because of a law restricting bank ownership by corporations convicted of criminal activity. Public statements by regulators intimated that no sale to Hana would be approved unless
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the price was significantly reduced.\(^{43}\) Lone Star reluctantly reduced its price to USD 3.45 billion.\(^{44}\) The transaction was completed in February 2012.\(^{45}\) The NTS instructed Hana Financial Group to withhold KRW 431 billion in taxes from the purchase of KEB and to pay it directly to the Seoul Regional Tax Office on Lone Star’s behalf.\(^{46}\)

The NTS imposed taxes on Lone Star’s earnings from the KEB sale and other investments in Korea. It refused to apply the BTT to any of Lone Star’s investments.\(^{47}\) Lone Star asserts that the NTS made arbitrary and contradictory decisions to maximize taxation amounts against Lone Star.\(^{48}\) Appeals filed by Lone Star have resulted in at least partial tax refunds including a USD 117 million refund from the block share sale of KEB stock in 2007.\(^{49}\) The NTS, however, has often refused to abide by these rulings.\(^{50}\)

On December 10, 2012, Lone Star filed a request to ICSID for arbitration proceedings. The following year the tribunal arbitrators were selected, with Lone Star appointing Charles N. Brower and South Korea appointing Brigitte Stern, respectively. The two parties then selected V.V. Veeder\(^{51}\) as President of the arbitration tribunal.\(^{52}\)

An initial hearing on the merits was held at ICSID in Washington, D.C. in May
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\(^{50}\) The NTS levied a KRW 104 billion income tax on a sale of real estate which Lone Star challenged. The Supreme Court ruled that the income tax violated local tax and ordered the NTS to refund the full amount. The NTS then changed the classification of the tax from ‘income tax’ to ‘corporate tax’ post-judgment and refused to comply. As of April 2016, the issue is pending on appeal before the Supreme Court.

\(^{51}\) Veeder was also a member of an International Court of Arbitration (ICC) tribunal that ruled in Lone Star’s favor in April 2011 in a contract dispute with the Korean government over a failed construction development in 2000. *See* Min-ho Jung, *$4.7 bln Lone Star case will begin next week*, KOREA TIMES, Oct. 24, 2015, *available at* http://www.koreatimesus.com/4-7-bln-lone-star-case-will-begin-next-week (last visited on May 4, 2016).

Second and third rounds of hearings were held in both June 2015 and January 2016.

III. Delayed Regulatory Approval for Sale of KEB

A. Breach of Local Law

The Korean government is expected to assert that breaches of local law during the purchase of KEB and acquisition of KEBCS justified delaying approval of any KEB sale. These positions will be invoked in an attempt to assert the tribunal lacks jurisdiction over the current dispute or justify regulatory delays.

Failures by Lone Star to adhere to host state law or international custom, will greatly influence how the current ICSID tribunal views the accusations against Lone Star.

Misrepresentations and fraud on the claimant’s part are generally considered a violation of good faith that prevents investors from invoking the substantial protective rights of a treaty. In *Alasdair Ross Anderson v. Costa Rica*, a violation of host state laws and lack of due diligence to comply with host state laws resulted in a want of jurisdiction. Some evidence suggests that violations of host state laws or principles of good faith will limit the protection of investment, even if there is no language in the BIT to that effect. Additionally, some precedent suggests that when a government cooperates with or acquiesces to illegal act, it creates a waiver allowing the investor to receive protection under the BIT regardless of the illegality. It is, however, relatively well understood that lack of jurisdiction or limits on protection may only be applicable when misconduct occurs during the initial
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In \textit{Plama v. Bulgaria}, an investor made fraudulent representations about his assets and managerial experience to Bulgaria in a privatization agreement. The tribunal held that contracts obtained by fraudulent representations were “contrary to the basic notion of international public policy” and thus should not be enforced by a tribunal.\footnote{Supra note 55, at ¶ 143.} If the Korean government were able to convince the ICSID tribunal that Lone Star had actively colluded with KEB executives and FSC regulators in order to make KEB appear insolvent, the tribunal might deny jurisdiction altogether because such an act would surely qualify as a fraudulent representation contrary to law. However, as Korean prosecutors were unable to show clear evidence of wrongdoing before Korean courts to secure an indictment for even a single Lone Star official for the acquisition of KEB in 2003, it seems unlikely they will be able to do so before the ICSID tribunal.

Fraudulent representations are not pre-requisite for denying to protection to investors under a BIT. In \textit{Alasdair Ross Anderson v. Costa Rica}, the tribunal determined that even though the investors had not broken the law directly, they should have conducted thorough due diligence prior to any investment in order to ensure that the company they were investing in was also acting in accordance with the host state laws.\footnote{Supra note 56, at ¶¶ 55–6.} The tribunal found specific language in the Canada-Costa Rica BIT that: “Investments subject to treaty protection be made or owned in accordance with the law of the host country” because the “assurance of legality with respect to investment has important, indeed crucial, consequences for the public welfare and well-being of any country.”\footnote{Id. at ¶ 53.}

There was sufficient evidence provided by prosecutors for the indictment of twenty KEB executives and government regulators in connection with the 2003 sale of KEB.\footnote{L. Santini, Lone Star is Cleared in Probe of KEB Deal, \textit{Wall St. J.}, June 20, 2006, available at http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB115070749110983939 (last visited on Apr. 19, 2016).} Only two of those individuals, however, were ultimately convicted on minor bribery charges; the remaining eighteen were found not-guilty. As Lone Star relied on KEB and the FSC for documents during its due diligence and the level of malfeasance between KEB and the FSC was so low, it is unclear how easily Lone Star could have discovered this illegality during its due diligence prior to acquiring KEB.

Keeping the incredibly low level of criminality found by the Korean courts in
mind, the tribunal would likely not impute any liability on Lone Star for failing to discover any illegality during its due diligence. It is also worth noting that the 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT did not indicate that investments should be made in accordance with local laws, as was found in the Canada-Costa Rica BIT. Therefore, it may also be difficult to demonstrate the ‘relative importance’ Korea placed on the legality of investments anyway.64

Lone Star was found guilty of manipulating the market price of KEBCS in February 2004 during its asset consolidation process.65 Illegal acts during the performance of an investment generally have no bearing on a tribunal’s jurisdiction or application scope of the BIT; though “it may well be relevant in the context of the substantive merits of a claim brought under the BIT” or on the amount of damages the tribunal awards.66 Accordingly, the impact of Lone Star’s stock market manipulation for KEBCS would better be addressed in defense of Korea’s continued delays of the KEB sale as it relates to fair and equitable treatment.

B. Fair & Equitable Treatment in Regulatory Delays

Lone Star asserts that Korea’s continued delays in approving its sale of KEB and the subsequent economic loss qualify as a violation of Article 2.2 of the 2006 Korea-Belgium BIT which states that Korea has an obligation to provide “fair and equitable treatment” (“FET”), and “full and continuous protection and security” to investors.67 The Korean government contends that it was authorized to deny approving any sale until the criminal proceedings surrounding the acquisition of KEBCS were resolved and that such an exercise of executive powers is not a violation of FET.68

FET is a broad concept, the scope of which has often been debated in international investment arbitrations. An examination of tribunal awards demonstrates that FET would demand a host state generally adhere to certain minimum standards.

64 Supra note 56, at ¶ 53.
67 Lone Star also raised claims of expropriation. However, because expropriation tests are altogether narrower and arbitral tribunals are somewhat reluctant to find indirect expropriation where a BIT contains a FET clause and a violation of FET is present, this paper chooses only to analyze FET for the sake of brevity.
including providing stability and protecting the investor’s legitimate expectations, transparency, complying with contractual obligations, procedural propriety and due process, good faith, and freedom from harassment and coercion.  

An investor’s legitimate expectations are generally measured by the laws and representations he or she relied upon when making an investment. More specifically, tribunals have stated that host states have a certain “obligation not to alter the legal and business environment in which the investment has been made.” This means that “if a new law is adopted, or an existing law is revoked or interpreted or applied in a new way,” it could lead to state liability. Some tribunals have insisted that investors may only rely on specific representations by host states in establishing legitimate expectations. However, recent trends acknowledge that specific representations by governments are not indispensable for legitimate expectations claims. In Electrabel v. Hungary, the tribunal chose to apply a ‘balancing test’ that looked to determine whether the State had a legitimate public policy objective and whether the means it used to achieve this objective were “excessive considering the relative weight of each interest involved.”

Furthermore, sovereign exercises of power that lead to a breach of contract are often regarded as a violation of the FET standard. This is particularly relevant when a government interferes into a contract between a private investor and a state entity.

There was an undeniable shift in public perception of foreign investment firms in Korea in 2005, from viewing them as ‘potential saviors’ to ‘opportunists and
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profiteers.’” This served as the impetus for substantive government-driven reforms to the preexisting legal and business frameworks. Host States are entitled to investigate and prosecute breaches of domestic law. If Lone Star could demonstrate that the government investigations either exceeded preexisting legal frameworks, or were in bad faith initiated and prolonged based on negative public opinion rather than a well-founded suspicion of illegal behavior, however, Lone Star’s arguments would become even more tenable.

Korean Lawmakers Young-ju Kim of the Uri Party and Sang-jeong Sim of the Democratic Labor Party decried Lone Star as a ‘public enemy’ in the media as they participated in protests with KEB unions. The government also released public statements that no approval for a sale to Hana Financial Group would be given until Lone Star significantly reduced its sale price. The new presidential administration acknowledged in 2008 that the denial of regulatory approval had been a political rather than legal decision. These actions were clearly unrelated to any Korean law or judicial order.

The Korean government may argue that it had the right to deny regulatory approval because of ongoing legal proceedings regarding the stock manipulation of KEBCS. While there is ample legal precedent for preventing companies and individuals convicted of crimes from investing in Korea, however, there is no specific law preventing them from selling their assets. Following its conviction for manipulating the stock market in its acquisition of KEBCS, Lone Star was ordered to immediately sell 41.02 percent of its shares by the FSC based on Article 16-4(3) of the Bank Act and Article 215 of the repealed Securities and Exchange Act. Lone Star asserts preventing its sale of KEB in effect prolonged a situation where a company that had violated a finance-related law remained in control of a banking institution in Korea - contrary to the intent of the Bank Act and Securities and Exchange Act.

When dealing with an area in which Korean law is silent or the Korean government’s actions are contrary in effect to the intent of its own laws, the tribunal might ask
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if the government could have used more flexible means to ensure justice without causing undue harm to Lone Star. This reasoning has appeared in the tribunals’ decisions on liability in determining whether government regulations were justified.\textsuperscript{83} The tribunal could investigate whether the government might have held a bond on the sale of KEB shares to cover any potential fines in addition to placing travel bans on those under indictment, rather than preventing the sale of KEB entirely. This type of reasoning, however, has also been highly criticized by other tribunals and occasionally overturned in annulment proceedings.\textsuperscript{84} So, it is uncertain whether the current panel will find such analysis to be either fruitful or persuasive.

Another potential issue against FET is government interference in the liquidation clause of the investment contract with KEB, allowing Lone Star to sell its shares two years after its initial investment. As KEB was partially a state entity at the time of the investment and refusal to grant regulatory approval is an exercise of executive power, Lone Star could claim it a breach of contract that amounts to a violation of FET. Any such clause in the investment contract almost certainly included wording that subjected any sale to regulatory approval significantly diminishing the power of Lone Star’s argument for contractual breach. However, if the tribunal were to find bad faith or discriminatory treatment in the delay of regulatory approval on the part of the government, this contract could provide substantial proof of a specific promise Lone Star had received from Korea and relied upon when making its investment. Such a specific promise would be critical in asserting the expectations to liquidate its assets reasonably.

Whether the delay in granting regulatory approval for the sale of KEB was a violation of the FET standard will be determined by a fact-based analysis. Critical ground for this decision lies in balancing the reasonable expectations of Lone Star, based on preexisting legal frameworks and contractual promises, against Korea’s national interests and public policy concerns in prosecuting criminal offenses and securing banking interests.

If the Korean government exceeded its legal frameworks to achieve political objectives, particularly when other less harsh alternatives were available, it may be most instrumental in demonstrating a violation of FET.


IV. Tax Assessment on Sale of KEB: Validity and Applicability of the Korea-Belgium BITs and BTT

In determining whether Lone Star is eligible for the double-taxation exemption under bilateral agreements between Belgium and Korea, there are three primary issues that must be addressed: (1) which Korea-Belgium BIT applies?; (2) whether Lone Star’s subsidiaries qualify as investors under the Korea-Belgium BIT?; and (3) whether Lone Star could justifiably rely on the Korea-Belgium BTT for its taxation-based investment claims.

A. Validity of the 1974 and 2006 Korea-Belgium BITs

There is some confusion as to which BIT should be invoked in the current arbitration before ICSID. While the ICSID case details state the 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT is the instrument invoked,85 Lone Star cites to provisions from the 2006 Korea-Belgium BIT when asserting its claims against the Korean government in the notification of dispute.86

The 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT was signed on December 20, 1974 and entered into force September 3, 1976 for a period of 15 years with an automatic renewal clause.87 The treaty expired for the first time in 1991, but was automatically extended until 2006. In 2006, it was automatically renewed once again until March 27, 2011 when it was replaced by the Korea-Belgium BIT signed on December 12, 2006.88

This timing may appear tricky because the majority of the governmental malfeasance alleged by Lone Star occurred between 2006 and 2011, when the 2006 Korea-Belgium BIT had been signed, but prior to its entry into force.

The 1974 BIT allows for protections to be provisionally granted to investors between the date of signing and the official entry into force date.89 The 2006 BIT, however, contains no such wording, probably because the 1974 BIT was already in place to protect investments when the 2006 BIT was signed. The 2006 BIT states that it “shall apply to all investments, whether made before or after [the 2006 BIT’s] entry
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into force."90 This is qualified in the same article, however, where it states that the 2006 BIT is not “applicable to disputes concerning investments which are subject of a dispute settlement procedure under the [1974 Korea-Belgium BIT].”91

The question on which BIT is applicable in the current case could have a substantial effect on the outcome because the definition of ‘investors’ between the two treaties is so disparate that it could lead to differing outcomes on jurisdiction.92

B. Qualifying Investors under the Korea-Belgium BIT

Lone Star contends that as its Belgium and Luxembourg affiliates are ‘investors’ under the Korea-Belgium BIT, they are entitled to the protection afforded investors in that agreement. The Korean government, however, argues that these affiliates are nothing more than paper companies established for tax evasion purposes and as such are not eligible for the protections afforded by the BIT.93

Among the various criteria that determine a corporation’s nationality, the most commonly viewed is the place of incorporation.94 However, the effective seat or so-called siège social may also be taken into consideration.95 If an investment treaty defines an investor based on incorporation, investor-State tribunals have consistently refused to pierce the corporate veil to determine a company’s true ownership - even in cases where the owners are nationals of the host country itself.96 Tribunals are often sympathetic with the fact that claimants are mere shell companies with no real connection to the State in question, but tend to defer to the plain meaning of the investment agreement reasoning that the parties to the agreement were in a better position to actually define terms.97

In its preamble, the 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT states that it was ratified in recognition
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of “the need to protect investments by nationals or legal persons of either State.” The phrase, “nationals or legal persons” appears fifteen times in the 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT and always appears in conjunction with the term - investment or investments - which would indicate that the agreement views “nationals and legal persons” as being synonymous with the term ‘investors.” Article 3 of the Korea-Belgium BIT reads:

(2) a) The term ‘nationals’ are physical persons who, according to the law of each Contracting Party, are considered as citizens of that country; b) The term ‘companies’ are; ... 2) with respect to the Kingdom of Belgium and the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, any juridical person as well as any commercial company, having its seat in the territory of the Kingdom of Belgium or the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg and lawfully constituted in accordance with the legislation of Belgium or Luxemburg.

The term, “nationals and legal persons” is the expression referring to investors in the agreement and yet the definition section includes ‘nationals’ and ‘companies’ without mentioning ‘legal persons.’ As the term ‘companies’ never appears again in the BIT, it would seem the parties intended to define ‘legal persons’ in Article 3(2)(b), but used the term ‘companies’ in error. The tribunal will likely excuse this mistake and the resultant ambiguity, choosing to instead apply the definition of ‘companies’ to the term ‘legal persons.’

Article 3(2)(b) will be the key to determining whether Lone Star’s subsidiaries are eligible for BIT protection. It defines a company as “having its seat in the territory of the Kingdom of Belgium or the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg and lawfully constituted in accordance with the legislation of Belgium or Luxemburg.” This wording implies that a Belgian juridical person is determined by a two-part test that includes both (1) having its ‘seat’ in Belgium and (2) being lawfully incorporated under Belgian law.

The question of ‘seat’ promises to be the most contentious and least clear of the two tests. The Belgium-Luxembourg BITs have traditionally relied on ‘seat’ in combination with incorporation in classifying investors. This occurs in a number of

98 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT. [Emphasis added]
99 The controlling text, or texte authentique, for the 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT is English.
100 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT, art. 3(2). [Emphasis added]
101 A failure to interpret the BIT in this manner would be largely inequitable because it could create a want of jurisdiction which would deny Lone Star any protection under the BIT.
102 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT, art. 3(2)(b)(2)
Belgium BITs. The 1988 Belgium-Bulgaria BIT defines investors using the term *siège social* as one of its requirements.\(^{104}\) Belgium has also applied *siège réel* in determining which national laws are applicable to companies within its own borders.\(^{105}\) Criteria for *siège social* or *siège réel* are usually based on where a legal entity’s judicial and economic integration are situated.\(^{106}\) Whether the eight Lone Star subsidiaries can be considered to have seats in Belgium and Luxembourg will be another factual question. It depends on a sufficient level of contacts, investments, real estate, and management of those subsidiaries in those two countries.

Recently, Belgium has moved away from ‘seat’ as a defining characteristic for juridical persons. This trend can be seen in the 2006 BIT which defines ‘juridical persons’ more broadly, removing any reference to ‘seat.’ Article 1(3)(b) reads:

> “Juridical person” means any entity such as companies, public institutions, authorities, foundations, partnerships, firms, establishments, organizations, corporations or associations incorporated or constituted in accordance with the laws and regulations of the Republic of Korea, of the Kingdom of Belgium, or of the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg.\(^{107}\)

Lone Star’s affiliates in Belgium and Luxembourg would thus qualify for protection more easily under the 2006 BIT than the 1974 BIT, which still includes seat in the determination of juridical nationality. It is, however, unclear whether the tribunal will give any weight to the 2006 Korea-Belgium BIT considering its limited applicability.

Korea’s strongest argument is that Lone Star is not entitled to protection under the 1974 BIT because it fails to satisfy the seat requirement for Belgian nationality. Throughout the dispute, Lone Star’s primary management center is evidently in Dallas, Texas. In 2008, Lone Star Chairman John Grayken, a US citizen flew to Korea out of Lone Star’s Dallas headquarters in order to testify at a trial on behalf of Lone Star.\(^{108}\) Grayken was critical of the Korean government in the media, further

---


\(^{107}\) 2006 Korea-Belgium BIT. [Emphasis added]

demonstrating his hands-on involvement. Other executives involved in KEB including Michael D. Thomson, who served as director of KEB and general counsel for Lone Star, were also based in Dallas. If the Korean government can convince the tribunal that the textual ambiguity in the 1974 BIT and reference to ‘seat’ justify piercing the corporate veil of Lone Star’s Belgian affiliates, it could create a want of jurisdiction. Lone Star, however, might take what it viewed as essential minimum steps to qualify as a Belgian investor under the BIT. So, this will undoubtedly be a contentious issue. Even if Lone Star’s Belgian affiliates qualify as investors under the BIT, the tribunal could decide it lacks jurisdiction for its tax-based claims.

C. Justifiable Reliance on the Korea-Belgium BTT

Lone Star argues that Korea “imposed arbitrary and contradictory tax assessments on Lone Star and its affiliates in contravention of bilateral tax treaties entered into by Korea.”\(^{109}\) Korea, however, counters that Lone Star’s affiliates did not qualify as Belgian companies because they were shell companies created for the express purpose of tax evasion.\(^{110}\)

It is unclear whether an investor can bring a claim under an international investment agreement for taxation policy pursued by the host State. These claims are often restricted by taxation carve-out clauses that push taxation claims outside the ambit of treaties.\(^{112}\) The 1974 BIT neither contains a taxation carve-out clause, nor creates a right for taxation based claims or reference the BTT.

The Korea-Belgium BTT is a distinct instrument from the BIT. The BTT is an agreement between two States which creates no specific rights for investors.\(^{113}\) The BTT provides a right for residents of one contracting State to raise claims through said State. When a claim is deemed justified each respective Contracting State shall endeavor to resolve the case by mutual agreement procedure.\(^{114}\) This is the same procedure Belgium unsuccessfully attempted to initiate with Korea in 2007. In particular, Lone Star relies on Article 13(3) of the Korea-Belgium BTT which reads:


\(^{108}\) Supra note 1.

\(^{108}\) Supra note 68.


\(^{114}\) Id. art. 24(1)(2).
“Gains from the alienation of property ... shall be taxable only in the Contracting State of which the alienator is a resident.”¹¹⁵

While protections against arbitrary and discriminatory tax-based claims may not be addressed specifically in many investment treaties, there is a burgeoning body of law that has begun to recognize such claims when they fall afoul of non-expropriation or FET standards.¹¹⁶ In the course of determining whether an investor can raise a tax-based claim under an investment treaty, however, there is still an insufficient amount of law on the topic to provide much predictive value.¹¹⁷

The Burlington v. Ecuador case demonstrates some of the problems faced by tax-based investment claims. In that case, two arbitrators, including Brigitte Stern, held that: “Windfall taxes of between 50% and [99%] were not expropriatory as they did not render the claimant’s investment totally unprofitable.”¹¹⁸ The lone dissenter concluded that it was unreasonable to expect an investor to work “one half of its time, or close to 100% of its time, for the State while being allowed” only a minimal income.¹¹⁹

The Burlington Tribunal is particularly critical to Lone Star’s tax-based investment claims because Brigitte Stern is also a member of the current tribunal. This might indicate a significant obstacle in Lone Star’s attempts to raise these claims under anything other than an expropriation standard because Lone Star is not a party to the BTT and is therefore not guaranteed by any specific tax-based investment rights. As expropriation claims, however, are difficult to prove, Lone Star faces a daunting task in proving its tax related damages. The fact that the alleged damages fall far below the 50-99 percent tax rates deemed legitimate in Burlington also bodes poorly for Lone Star’s chances.

¹¹⁵ Id. art. 13(3).
¹¹⁶ Supra note 112, at 219-20.
¹¹⁷ Id.
¹¹⁸ Id. at 220. [Emphasis added]
V. Tax-based Investment Claims under FET

Lone Star argues:

NTS has imposed taxes against Lone Star ... by blatantly disregarding the rights of Belgian shareholders ... while at the same time continuously altering its substantive positions from investment-to-investment ... as needed to achieve its singular goal of imposing the maximum tax on Lone Star.120

Korea would contend that because Lone Star’s affiliates are nothing more than shell companies, the application of the US-Korea tax treaties or local tax codes were more appropriate in levying taxes against Lone Star’s investments.

While tax-based expropriation claims are somewhat difficult to prove, the tribunals have been receptive to claims that fall afoul of FET, national treatment (discriminatory treatment), or most favored nation treatment (“MFN”) guarantees provided in BITs.121

State conduct that breaches FET is “arbitrary, grossly unfair, unjust or idiosyncratic... [it] is discriminatory and exposes the claimant to sectional or racial prejudice, or involves a lack of due process leading to an outcome which offends judicial propriety.”122 If a State, e.g., refuses to abide by judgments of its own courts, it has been deemed a violation of FET.123 If a host State denies justice or due process for opportunistic reasons, it is facially discriminatory.124 Discrimination based on citizenship has also been regarded as a failure to grant FET.125

National treatment requires a host State treat investors no less favorably than its own domestic investors or investors of third parties.126 Such a standard necessitates a comparable investor in a relatively similar position to determine whether discrimination has occurred. Unfortunately, most investments are extremely unique,
so that it is difficult to find a sufficiently similar comparison.

In *Siag v. Egypt*, the tribunal held that the Egyptian government’s refusal to abide by its own court rulings was tantamount to denying the due process of law.127 The tribunal asserted that such a “failure to provide due process constituted an egregious denial of justice to Claimants, and [was] a contravention” of Egypt’s obligation to ensure FET under the BIT.128 In *Loewen v. United States*, the tribunal discussed how a trial jury had allowed a “jury to be influenced by persistent appeals to local favoritism as against a foreign litigant.” It further stated that such a trial was “clearly improper and discreditable and cannot be squared with minimum standards of international law and fair and equitable treatment.”129 In *Sergei Paushok v. Mongolia* and *Perenco v. Ecuador*, however, claimants’ tax-based claims for violations of FET were dismissed. In these cases, although both parties asserted new taxes on commodities amounted to a violation of FET, the tribunals ruled that commodity prices and taxation on commodities are constantly subject to review and change and, absent a stabilization contract, the parties should have expected possible changes.130

The Korean courts have ruled (at least partially) in favor of Lone Star in lawsuits against the NTS on multiple occasions. The NTS has ignored these rulings, but unilaterally changed the classification of the tax and post-ruling in order to justify non-payment of refunds. These trials are not as substantive as those in *Siag v. Egypt* because they address only taxation on an investment rather than a loss of the entire investment itself. However, it is similar because of the NTS’s disregard for the court’s authority at the expense of Lone Star’s due process.

As discussed in *Loewen v. United States*, local sentiment was against Lone Star in Korea. This is evident from lawmakers’ and high-level governmental officers’ comments regarding foreign investors as ‘public enemy’ and “eating and running away” at the expense of the Korean people. However, investigations of 5,000 foreign investors for tax evasion, while leaving domestic corporations uninvestigated and undisturbed, is also facially discriminatory. It is both retroaction and potential bad faith for the government to change the tax code during an investment for the express purpose of denying foreign investors the benefits of international treaties they relied


128 Id.


130 Supra note 112, at 208.
upon. Korea’s refusal to even discuss these changes with Belgium further shows a lack of transparency and fair dealing regarding FET.

Unlike Paushok and Perenco, Lone Star was not concerned with a tax on a commodity, but rather a tax on income. Like the investors in those cases, Lone Star did not invoke an agreement of its own to limit its tax burden, but relied instead on the Korea-Belgium BTT which provided an exception to double-taxation for capital gains. Because the Korean government decided to unilaterally reinterpret the BTT without requisite notice or the proper mutual agreement procedures with Belgium, Lone Star could not have predicted it would be taxed on its investments. Its legitimate expectations were accordingly frustrated.

If it is able to convince the tribunal to take jurisdiction over its tax-based investment claims under the FET standard, Lone Star can find ample evidence that the NTS denied due process by ignoring rulings of Korean courts and treating Lone Star and other foreign investors discriminatorily.

VI. Conclusion

The nearly decade-long dispute between Lone Star and Korea has resulted in a complicated and unique set of facts and legal issues that will contribute greatly to the body of international investment arbitration precedent as well as have a lasting effect on foreign investment and investment dispute resolution in Korea.

There is much evidence that the Korean government violated FET by exceeding its own legal frameworks in delaying the sale of KEB, arbitrarily taxing Lone Star’s investments in contravention to its international agreements, and treating Lone Star discriminatorily because of strong negative public opinion over foreign investment firms.

However, there is no guarantee that the ICSID tribunal will get to fully consider Lone Star’s claims because Lone Star might fail to qualify as an investor under the 1974 Korea-Belgium BIT. Additionally the tribunal might find that it lacks the jurisdiction to address Lone Star’s taxation-based investment claims because the Korea-Belgium BTT neither grants rights to investors, nor jurisdiction to ICSID. Furthermore, Lone Star’s conviction for the stock market manipulation of KEBCS could also decrease any award it might receive. So, while Lone Star’s assertions

131 Supra note 7, at ¶ 56.
against Korea might be highly persuasive, it seems unlikely the court will award the full USD 4.68 billion in the end.

An ICSID award on Lone Star’s breach of domestic law during its investment will be closely examined by the international investment community and could potentially serve as a predictive signpost for parties in ISDs in the future. The tribunal’s reasoning is particularly significant because of the dearth of precedent on the issue. Taxation-based investment claim precedent is similarly lacking. There is a wealth of factors for the current ICSID tribunal to consider during Lone Star’s attempt to raise taxation-based claims for its investments in Korea through a BIT; they are Korea’s tax investigations of foreign firms, revision of its domestic tax code in response to foreign investments, and apparent contravention of its obligations under international tax treaties. Adding clarity and depth to an already exciting and burgeoning field of law, these factors may further help the tribunal predict which types of taxation-based investment claims can be justifiably heard in future ISDs.

Regardless of the outcome of the arbitration, Korea’s image among foreign investors has substantially worsened as a result of the current dispute with Lone Star. A favorable award for Lone Star would go a long way in restoring faith among investors, particularly those who invest on the same scale as Lone Star and could afford to participate in an ISD settlement. Small-scale investors, for whom ICSID arbitration would be cost-prohibitive, however, are still likely to remain leery of investing in Korea until Korea will firmly adhere to internationally recognized standards of investor protection rather than the fickle whims of public opinion.

While the current ISD case between Lone Star and Korea is very unpopular with Korean citizens, it will provide invaluable experience and knowledge that Korea can utilize and apply when drafting its foreign investment law and policy moving forward. It will also provide a chance for foreign investors to look at the merits of investing in Korea anew.